
PROVINCIAL REPORT OF BRASILIA 

BY QUAESTOR PRO PRAETORE CN. CORNELIUS LENTULUS 

 

 

1. Number of current Nova Roman citizens in your provinces:  

 

22 

 

2. Web addresses of the main internet forum of the province, and all additional provincial 

forums that are public: 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/brasilia.novaroma.org 

 

2.1. Monthly average number of messages in the main provincial forum:  

 

1 

  

2. 2. Average number of Nova Roman citizens posting per month:  

 

1 

 

2.3. Total number of members (citizens and peregrini combined) in the provincial forum:  

 

49 

 

3. Number of those real life gatherings in the reported period in which at least 5 citizens of the 

province participated:  

 

   0 

 

4. Reenactment groups that officially cooperate with the province (friend, allied, or fully Nova 

Roman legions; allied or fully Nova Roman gladiatorial groups). Other type of partnerships 

should be listed here, as well: 

 

0 

 

5. Names of all candidates for the governorship: 

 

  Cn. Cornelius Lentulus 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/brasilia.novaroma.org


COMMENTARII CN. CORNELI LENTULI QUAESTORIS PRO PRAETORE 

 

Cn. Cornelius Lentulus quaestor pro praetore Brasiliae Sex. Lucilio et A. Tulliae consulibus et 

senatui Rei Publicae Novae Romanae s. p. d.  

 

Si valetis et res publica valet, nos et Brasilia valemus. 

 

Most esteemed consuls and patres conscripti, I have a difficult time reporting the status of Nova 

Roma in our Brasilian province: on one hand, we have a good albeit unofficial partnership with 

Vila Pagã and its leader C. Iulius Lepidus, our citizen. We have conducted several negotiations and 

prepared plans to build Provincia Brasilia around the Vila Pagã project, however, C. Iulius 

concluded that he does not have the time and the knowledge to be the leader of Nova Roma in 

Brasilia, at least not for the time being. This means that we continue our collaboration, which has 

been manifested in joint rituals and ceremonies, but we cannot base Nova Roma in Brasilia on Vila 

Pagã. 

 

This unfortunately meant that I had to reinvent my strategy as reorganizing governor, and at the 

time of the writing of this report, I am still looking for possibilities and opportunities to connect 

Nova Roma in Brazil, and to get our old citizens there motivated and active again. 

 

Our cooperation with Vila Pagã gives a solid foundation to build on, but we need to find a Roman 

group in Brazil: unfortunately I could not find any thus far, no legion, no gladiatorial group, 

nothing. Meanwhile, I will work on making our Brasilian Nova Romans more active, and to make 

more use of our Facebook group. If I will not be successful, I’m afraid it will be better to leave 

Brazil without a Nova Roman province, as long as there is not enough local need for our our 

commonwealth, our republic, for our ideas and service. 

 

 

Cn. Cornelius Lentulus 
QUAESTOR PRO PRAETORE 

PROVINCIA BRASILIA 

 

 
 


